Festoon Busting – copyright 2015 Carolyn’s Facial Fitness, LLC™

Figure 1: Showing Malar fat pads on the face. Also known as “festoons”. {1}
• Part 1: Festoon busting
o
o

Make a “V” with the Index and middle finger from each hand
Place these fingers while making the “V” with the backside of the hand to the face
with the malar pad between. This means:
o
Make the “V” shape with each hand
o
Place the backside of the right hand on the right cheek so the fingertips are
pointing towards the middle of the face
o
The middle finger is on top and the Index finger is below
o
Perform the same configuration on the left cheek.

o

See figure 2, below for finger placement:

Wrap your top and bottom lips around the top and bottom teeth
Smile with the corners of your mouth
Squeeze the malar pads between the “V” of your left and right finger placements and hold
for a count of 10. Release
Note: Use your thumbs to prop up your Index finger at the bottom of the “V”
o Repeat 5 times
o Perform this exercise 5 times a week for 3 months and then reduce it slowly until
you are performing it only twice a week.
o
o
o

• Part 2: Lifting the lower part of the Malar pads

Set A: Lower part of the face
o

Make hard knots in the corners of your mouth by attempting to pull back the corners of
your mouth towards your ears.

Figure 3: Showing proper technique for pulling back the corners of the mouth.
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Next, pinching, lifting and twisting with your “grab”,
make a series of twisted pinches from the corner of your
mouth all along your lower cheek
back to
the corner of your mouth. You’ve just made one round.

	
  

Note: You are grabbing a chunk of your cheeks. Not only the surface of the skin.
o

Repeat 5 rounds, holding the “hard corners” the whole time.

o

Perform this exercise 5 times a week for 3 months and then reduce it slowly
until you are performing it only twice a week.

Set B: Double Chin and neck area

Next, grab/pinch the skin under the double chin
area with one hand and twist and release

Using the next hand, grab the skin under the
chin and pinch and twist off that spot

	
  

	
  

o

Alternating hands, grab, pinch and twist the area under the double chin and continue with
this grabbing/pinching and twisting reaching all the way down the neck to the collarbone.

Note: You are grabbing a chunk of your neck. Not only the surface of the skin.
o

Repeat grabbing/pinching/twisting under the chin and going down the neck for a count to
40.

Footnotes:
{1} http://www.newbeauty.com/treatments/answers/2562-what-is-most-effective-forsagging-malar-fat- pads/
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